Seasonal Changes in the Tropical Atlantic Circulation: Observation and Simulation of the Guinea Dome
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The Guinea Dome is a permanent, quasi-stationary feature on the eastern side of the thermal ridge extending zonally across the tropical North Atlantic. The dome is a part of the large-scale near-surface flow fields associated with the North Equatorial Current, the North Equatorial Countercurrent and the North Equatorial Undercurrent. In the present study, historical and recently obtained hydrographic data are combined to investigate the thermohaline structure and geostrophic flow field in the vicinity of the dome. It is shown that the Guinea Dome exists throughout the year both in subthermocline and thermocline layers, that it has a corresponding cyclonic geostrophic flow, and that seasonal changes occur with respect to its vertical structure, horizontal extent, and position. The observational results are then compared with simulations from a general circulation model of the tropical Atlantic. A seven-year simulation forced by observed monthly winds is run to compute a monthly climatology. The model adequately simulates the Guinea Dome with respect to its structure, flow field, and seasonal variability.

1. INTRODUCTION

In his review on thermal domes in the eastern extensions of equatorial current systems, Voituriez [1981] described three such domes which are evident in observational data. They are all characterized by upward displacements of isotherms in the thermocline layer down to depths of more than 300 m. Figure 1 shows the approximate positions of the three domes: the Guinea dome in the tropical North Atlantic [Rossignol and Meyrueis, 1964; Voituriez and Herbland, 1982; Hagen and Schemainda, 1984], the Angola dome in the South Atlantic [Mazeika, 1968], and the Costa Rica dome in the North Pacific [Wyrski, 1964]. Also shown in Figure 1 is an analogous “Peru dome” in the South Pacific, one that might be anticipated near 8°S, 85°W on the basis of wind stress, water mass, and current fields, but one which has yet to be identified. In the North Pacific, Wyrski [1964] found the Costa Rica dome to be a permanent feature at the eastern end of the thermocline ridge extending along the northern flank of the North Equatorial Countercurrent (NECC). It has remained unclear, however, as to whether or not its Atlantic counterpart, the Guinea dome, is permanent as well.

The topography of mean geopotential anomaly for the tropical Atlantic is reproduced in Figure 2 [Merle and Arnault, 1985]. Zonal ridges and troughs are recognized which tend to become increasingly separated from the equator toward the east. The two thermal domes of the Atlantic are found in the eastern portions of the north and the south equatorial troughs. The lower thermocline waters in these domes originate in the west and are transported to the east by equatorial undercurrents.

It was first noted in the Pacific [Tsuchiya, 1975, 1981] that an eastward undercurrent exists beneath the North Equatorial Countercurrent: the North Equatorial Undercurrent (NEUC). Extrema in water mass properties, in particular an oxygen maximum, can be followed along this deeper undercurrent as it branches away from the equator toward the east. Similar undercurrents have been identified in the tropical Atlantic by an oxygen maximum on the 26.65 θ surface [Hisard et al., 1976] and by Cochrane et al. [1979]. The two branches, the North and South Equatorial undercurrents (NEUC, SEUC) are found in the eastern Atlantic at 4°–5°N and 4°–5°S, respectively. These can be seen in Figure 3, which is a meridional section of directly measured zonal velocity [from Bubnov and Egorikhin, 1979]. While the SEUC core is well separated from the South Equatorial Current (SEC) and Equatorial Undercurrent (EUC) in this section, the NEUC is not seen as a distinct current core separated from the NECC and is best identified by its water mass properties.

McPhaden [1984] has proposed that the strong nonlinearities in equatorial dynamics could be a reason for the detachment of the NEUC and SEUC from the EUC. The near-surface eastward pressure gradient reverses near the eastern boundaries, and a corresponding increase in westward pressure gradients at depths would push the undercurrents away from the equator. The thermal domes are found in the cyclonic flow out of the NEUC and SEUC, as is shown in Figure 4 [after Voituriez and Herbland, 1982].

The structure and temporal variability of the thermal domes, geopotential anomaly, and cyclonic geostrophic flow in the tropical Atlantic are not well known, and equatorial circulation models have not provided good simulations of them. Indications of such domes, however, have been obtained with earlier models. Busalacchi and Picaut [1983] ran a linear model on the equatorial β plane with a single baroclinic mode following the approach used in the Pacific
by Busalacchi and O'Brien [1980]. The single mode was justified by results from Philander and Pacanowski [1980], who found that in the case of a shallow tropical pycnocline the momentum transfer from wind stress will go predominantly into the second baroclinic mode. The wind fields from Hastenrath and Lamb [1977] used to force this model indicate that both the zonal and meridional annual mean wind stresses are small in the vicinity of the Guinea dome, suggesting that wind stress forcing outside this region may be important. Busalacchi and Picaut [1983], in studying the seasonal response of the ocean, found that the seasonal pycnocline displacements near the location of the Guinea Dome are small when compared with those in regions to the west and southeast. Shown in Figure 5 are the amplitudes and phases of the annual cycle in pycnocline depth obtained from their model. Referring to the upper panel, it is seen that a southwest-northeast oriented cell of low seasonal variability is centered near 12°N, 25°W. This region of weak variability is about 1500 km long and 600 km wide. Busalacchi and Picaut concluded that the Guinea dome is nearly stationary, which they attributed to a balance between Ekman pumping in the north and Rossby wave contributions in the south that are out of phase with similar amplitudes.

Du Penhoat and Treguier [1984, 1985] formulated a continuously stratified model forced by the Hellerman and Rosenstein [1983] wind stress climatology in which the vertical structure resulted from the superposition of several normal modes. After a 3-year integration, the time-varying geopotential anomaly field relative to 500 dbar was obtained. In Figure 6 we reproduce Du Penhoat and Treguier's fields of the annual mean resulting from all the variability and the amplitude of the annual cycle. In the annual mean topography, one finds a region with two minima in geopotential anomaly consistent with cyclonic motion. The eastern minimum corresponds in position and horizontal extent reasonably well with results we obtain in the following; however, their model-produced geopotential anomaly gradients are much smaller than those we find with actual observations. With respect to the seasonal amplitude map (bottom panel of Figure 6), there is a cell of small magnitude in the Guinea dome area along 8°N which bends to the northeast.

Philander and Pacanowski [1986] employed a multilevel primitive-equation model for the tropical Atlantic incorporating realistic bottom topography driven by the Hellerman and Rosenstein [1983] climatological winds. Their model results, after 2 years of integration, clearly show a strong local response in the western tropical Atlantic and a nonlocal response in the east. This is consistent with earlier model results from Busalacchi and O'Brien [1980], who found wave
contributions to be a dominating factor in establishing the oceanic structure south of the Guinea dome. The most interesting results from the study of Philander and Pacanowski [1986] relevant to our observations in the following are features revealed by their mapping of heat storage in the upper ocean: A doming in the thermocline reduces the heat content in the upper water column, resulting in a heat storage minimum. Their fields of upper layer heat content are shown in Figure 7. A double-cell minimum is evident at latitudes of 10°–12°N, with the eastern part of the double-cell structure being in the area of the Guinea dome near 20°W.

In the present study we determine the mean thermohaline structure and seasonal variability of the Guinea dome from observational data and then compare these results with those from a tropical Atlantic circulation model. The geographic area of our data-model comparison is shown in Figures 7 and 8.

---

Fig. 5. Amplitude $\zeta$ and phase $\varphi$ of the annual cycle in pycnocline depth after the model of Busalacchi and Picaut [1983].

Fig. 6. Annual mean and amplitude of the annual cycle of geopotential anomaly at the sea surface relative to 500 dbar after the model of Du Penhoat and Treguier [1984].

Fig. 7. Heat content $Q$ in the upper 317 m with the temperature reference $0^\circ$C in April and July from the model results of Philander and Pacanowski [1986]. The dashed box indicates the present study region.

Fig. 8. Area of data-model comparison (unshaded box). The approximate location of the Guinea Dome is indicated by an asterisk.
Fig. 9. Positions of stations included in our data set.

2. THE DATA SET AND PROCESSING

With the assistance of several international data centers we have assembled the oceanographic observations made at 2836 stations in the Guinea dome region. Their locations are shown in Figure 9; all were made between 1972 and 1987. This data set consists of three types of measurements: Most are from expendable bathythermograph (XBT) casts reaching maximum depths of either 450 m or 750 m, depending on type of XBT, whereas the others come from conductivity-temperature-depth (CTD) measurements of temperature and salinity, and from Nansen bottle samples.

In order to determine the mean spatial structure and seasonal variability in the Guinea Dome region, the basic data set is divided into four seasonal subsets. The definition of the four seasons (Table 1) is based on characteristic features of the surface current system as observed from historical ship drift data [Richardson and McKee, 1984] and the monthly wind climatology given by Hastenrath and Lamb [1977]. The number of temperature and salinity profiles in the seasonal subsets are listed in Table 2. Because the horizontal data coverage in the area of investigation is too sparse for a detailed analysis in spring and autumn, we restrict our analysis to the summer and winter seasons. A $1^\circ \times 1^\circ$ grid is used for spatial averaging.

Our data processing consists of three stages. In the first we use only temperature profiles interpolated onto pressure surfaces separated by a uniform spacing of 5 dbar. Seasonal mean profiles with standard deviations, are calculated for all of the $1^\circ \times 1^\circ$ squares. We then compare all individual temperature profiles in each square on levels 5 dbar apart with the seasonal mean profile for that square and eliminate those data cycles having values outside the limits of one standard deviation. From the remaining data set a new mean profile is calculated for each square, with the position of the derived profile being the average of those used. In about 5% of the total number of squares with data we were not able to obtain a reliable mean by this method at all levels. We then used the interpolated values from means of neighboring squares for certain levels. Squares in which we are able to derive representative profiles for the summer and winter seasons are displayed in Figure 10. Finally, the irregularly spaced mean profiles are then horizontally interpolated to the centers of the $1^\circ \times 1^\circ$ squares using objective analysis. The interpolation is done on each 5 dbar level down to 100 dbar, and from there down to 500 dbar a vertical spacing of 10 dbar is used. In order to check whether or not the high-density data set obtained during the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment (GATE) in 1974 on parallel southwest-northeast sections (see Figure 9) had a biasing effect, the procedure was repeated with only one mean GATE profile per $1^\circ \times 1^\circ$ square. No significant changes resulted in the mean fields.

Our second stage in data processing deals with the calculation of mean temperature-salinity (T-S) curves in order to determine density from temperature. The geographical distribution of stations having both temperature and salinity data is not uniform through our study area; there is a greater data density in the eastern part of the area than in the west. Furthermore, most of the summer data are found between 5°N and 11°N, and most of the winter data are between 9°N and 15°N. This region is located to the south of the boundary separating the North and South Atlantic Central waters (NACW, SACW) as described by Sverdrup et al. [1942].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Season</th>
<th>Climatology</th>
<th>Surface Zonal Current</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Summer (June–Sept.)</td>
<td>ITCZ at about 10°N in Guinea dome region. Weak winds of 1–3 m s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>Eastward flowing NECC east of 30°W. Maximum development of NECC in August.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autumn (Oct.–Nov.)</td>
<td>ITCZ shifted equatorward. NE trades reaching Guinea dome region.</td>
<td>Decreasing intensity and northward extension of NECC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winter (Dec.–Feb.)</td>
<td>ITCZ near equator. Dome area influenced by NE trades. Wind speeds 3–5 m s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>No eastward flow west of 20°W. Year-round current to east only east of 20°W.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring (March–May)</td>
<td>ITCZ moving north. Decreasing influence of NE trades in Guinea dome region.</td>
<td>East of 20°W, currents flow east into Gulf of Guinea. West of 25°W westward currents, most intense in April–May at about 40°W.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ITCZ, Intertropical Convergence Zone; NECC, North Equatorial Countercurrent.
The studies by Emery and Dewar [1982] and Siedler and Stramma [1983] show only small zonal variations of T-S characteristics in the Guinea dome region, but a clear change in the meridional direction occurs at about 10°N. Our data coverage is not sufficient to check seasonal variations of T-S curves, so we are left with calculating mean curves and standard deviations for the two zonal bands of 5°–10°N and 10°–15°N.

Determinations of derived quantities such as geopotential anomaly and geostrophic currents constitute the third stage of data processing. According to Siedler and Stramma [1983], the T-S method provides better estimations of geopotential anomaly in this region from temperature profiles alone than does the use of mean vertical salinity profiles. Mean density profiles are constructed for each 1° x 1° square for each season by using the appropriate seasonal mean temperature profiles and corresponding salinities from mean T-S curves. The geopotential anomaly on different levels relative to 500 dbar is then calculated for each square, and geostrophic flow patterns are determined from horizontal gradients.

3. T-S Relationships and Water Mass Analysis

Average T-S curves for the two zonal bands of 10°–15°N and 5°–10°N are determined from our data set (Figure 11). They agree well with the earlier results of Emery and Dewar [1982]. As expected, SACW is the dominant water mass below a well-developed tropical thermocline, i.e., below approximately 60 m. Below this depth the properties correspond to a mixture of SACW and NACW, with the percentage of NACW increasing with depth. Both curves exhibit a salinity minimum at approximately S = 34.65 between 5° and 6°C, which is due to Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW). In the north, the core of the AAIW is saltier and lies at greater depth. The increase in salinity is caused by the mixing of AAIW with surrounding water masses along its spreading path, whereas its deepening corresponds to an increasing vertical extent of the central water farther from the equator. The deepest water mass shown in the mean T-S curves is the North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW), characterized by a salinity maximum at approximately S = 34.95 and T = 4.0°C. The southward deepening of the frontal zone separating SACW and NACW is evident from the increasing depth at which the mean T-S curves start to deviate from the heavy line denoting the SACW. It changes from 230 m in the north to 280 m in south.

4. The Model

The simulation is performed with a multilevel numerical model which was originally developed at the Laboratoire d’Océanographie Dynamique et de Climatologie (LODYC) by P. Delecluse’s team [Chartier, 1985; Andrich et al., 1988] with the aim of providing an operational model with time-varying forcing. It is similar to the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) model of Philander and Pacanowski [1986], but with differences in the grid and numerical codes used, the selection of conservative properties, the choices and implementation of buffer zones, and the wind forcing. The model solves the primitive equations which are slightly simplified by assuming hydrostatic equi-
librium and by applying the Boussinesq and rigid lid approximations. The equations are solved on an Arakawa type "C" grid [Arakawa, 1972] with a curvilinear formulation in the three spatial directions. Time stepping is achieved by a leapfrog scheme, with spurious time splitting being removed by an Asselin [1972] filter. The potential-entrophy-conserving finite-difference formulation given by Sadourny [1975] is fitted to the nonlinear terms of the momentum equation. The use of the C grid and entrophy conservation are the major differences between this model and the GFDL model used by Philander and Pacanowski, [1986] which is formulated on a "B" grid and conserves energy. These properties were further discussed by Madec et al. [1991].

Density is calculated by a simplified nonlinear equation of state [Eckart, 1958]. Static instabilities arising from numerical integration are removed by a convective adjustment algorithm which ensures static stability at each time step.

A horizontal eddy mixing coefficient of $1 \times 10^{-3}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$ (lower than $2 \times 10^{-3}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$ in the GFDL model) is assumed for momentum, salinity, and temperature. Vertical eddy viscosity and eddy diffusivity coefficients are assumed to vary as a function of the local Richardson number $R_i$, similar to the parameterization of Pacanowski and Philander [1981]. They vary from the molecular temperature diffusivity ($1.34 \times 10^{-6}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$) to a maximum value of $10^{-2}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$ when $R_i$ is zero.

The model domain extends west-east across the entire Atlantic and is closed by zonal boundaries at $30^\circ$S and $50^\circ$N. The grid spacing is variable, with latitudinal resolution decreasing from $\frac{1}{6}$ at the zonal boundaries to $1^\circ$ in the interior, and a longitudinal resolution which varies from $\frac{1}{6}$ near the coasts to $1^\circ$ in the center of the basin. It should be noted that in the GFDL model the grid resolution is constant with respect to latitude (33 km) and longitude (100 km) between $10^\circ$S and $10^\circ$N and changes poleward from this region. This results in second-order accuracy between $10^\circ$S and $10^\circ$N, but only first-order accuracy outside this region. In our model the grid spacing always ensures second-order accuracy. The model can thus be expected to provide a better simulation for the present study. In the Guinea dome area the longitudinal grid spacing is about $\frac{1}{6}$, and the latitudinal spacing varies from $\frac{1}{6}$ in the south to $1^\circ$ in the north.

We chose 16 vertical levels between the sea surface and 3750 m depth, and neither bottom topography nor islands are included. At boundaries, a no-slip condition and a damping zone are applied. A time step of 60 min is used.

The external forcing consists of heat flux and wind stress at the air-sea interface. The short- and long-wave components of the radiation budgets are taken from a monthly climatology given by Esbensen and Kushnir [1981]. Sensible and latent heat fluxes are computed with bulk formulas using air temperatures given by Esbensen and Kushnir [1981] and sea surface temperatures simulated by the model (for more details, see Morlière et al., [1989]). The wind field is that obtained from ship observations by G. Reverdin (personal communication, 1990) for the period of 1982-1988 and by Servain et al. [1987] for the period after 1984. They provide a monthly mean of pseudostress in $2^\circ \times 2^\circ$ squares between $30^\circ$N and $20^\circ$S east of 60$^\circ$W. Outside this area, the monthly climatology from Hellerman and Rosenstein [1983] is used, with wind stress fields being constructed through the use of drag coefficients computed according to Large and Pond [1981] but modified by a stability dependence which results in increased stress in light wind conditions.

The initial conditions for the model are the monthly climatology for temperature and the annual climatology for salinity given by Levitus [1984]. During the simulation, the thermohaline structure changes according to model dynamics, but also according to a relaxation toward the Levitus [1984] monthly climatology for temperature and seasonal climatology for salinity. The aim is to minimize the effect of closed meridional boundaries at $30^\circ$S and $50^\circ$N by allowing climatological fluxes of mass and heat across these latitudes. For temperature, the inverse time constant $\gamma$ of the relaxation decreases with depth [Sarmiento and Bryan, 1982] and increases with latitude:

$$\gamma = K [\gamma_D + (\gamma_S - \gamma_D) e^{-z/H}]$$

where

$$K = 10^{-3} + 1 - \cos \phi;$$
$$\gamma_D = 1/720 \text{ day}^{-1}$$
$$\gamma_S = 1 \text{ day}^{-1}$$
$$z \text{ depth in meters; }$$
$$H = 200 \text{ m}.$$

The relaxation is thus negligible in the tropics. At the surface the relaxation terms begin to be significant $10^\circ$ off the equator. For salinity, the scheme is essentially the same except for the near-surface where an additional relaxation toward Levitus climatology is added at all latitudes with a 6-month time scale. The surface scheme applied to salinity is intended to compensate for unknown evaporation-precipitation imbalances and to prevent vertical mixing from causing unrealistic salinity increases in the upper layer such as those obtained in GFDL simulations [Wacogne, 1989].

For the purposes of modeling the tropical Atlantic on an operational basis [Merle and Morlière, 1988], a simulation was run from January 1, 1982, to the present. The main simulated parameters have been retained at each grid point at 5-day intervals, from which monthly means are computed for the period of 1982-1988 for temperature, salinity, velocity, and depths of the $15^\circ$ and $20^\circ$C isotherms [Morlière, 1989]. Results from this climatology are used to represent our simulation. This differs from the climatology of the tropical Atlantic presented by Philander and Pacanowski [1986], which was derived from a simulation of an ocean forced by the Hellerman and Rosenstein [1983] climatological winds.

5. Temperature Distributions

In the following we will compare observational and model results. Shown in Figures 12 and 13 are pairs of meridional sections, respectively, for the summer and winter seasons. The left panel of each pair illustrates results from the objective analysis of observational data, whereas the results from the corresponding model simulation are shown on the right. As was noted in section 2, summer means come from the months of June to September, and winter means from the months of December to February.

A thermal doming is usually seen in both the observed and modeled sections below 50 m. The observed summer sections indicate a strong isothermal doming in the upper
thermocline (crests at 20 to 100 m), similar magnitudes of vertical displacements in the intermediate thermocline (crests at 100 to 250 m), and smaller magnitudes below. The axis of the dome is not vertical, but inclined to the south and west with increasing depth. In winter the Guinea dome is not well detected in the upper thermocline but has a signature of similar magnitude as in summer at greater depths with the same axis inclination. Maximum vertical isotherm displacements in the central part of the dome are approximately 80 m in the meridional and about 30 m in the zonal sections. The sections are generally consistent with the distributions observed by Hastenrath and Merle [1987], who, however, averaged over 2° latitude × 4° longitude, a much coarser resolution than with the 1° squares used here.
The model sections indicate the dome to be at the same positions as do the data, with a corresponding vertical axis deflection and similar, although somewhat reduced, magnitudes of vertical displacements. A major deviation in vertical structure is found in the upper thermocline, where a sharper vertical gradient appears on top of a quasi-homogeneous layer in the model results. This will partly be the consequence of the differences in vertical resolution in the observations and the model. There are also some differences between the data and model in the shape of the isotherm doming, particularly in the deeper layers. In general, however, the agreement between the observational and simulated sections is clearly quite good.

Judging from the sections, the 15°C isotherm is a good indicator of the dome in both summer and winter. The depth distributions for this isotherm are presented in Figure 14, again in pairs of observational and model results. The observational maps display a predominantly zonal thermal ridge, with the Guinea dome being on the crest of the ridge in the eastern part. The thermal dome acts to increase the height of the ridge by about 30 m, with the shape of the dome varying according to season. It is elongated in the southwest-northeast direction in summer, with a double-cell structure apparent in the observations, but not in the more smoothed model output. The structure is approximately circular in winter. It should be noted that the double-cell structure in Figure 14 is on a much smaller scale than the double cell apparent in Figure 7. There is also a definite change in the slope off the African coast in our results, with much stronger horizontal gradients in summer. The model results lead to a
similar seasonal variation in the shape of the dome, though less pronounced and with somewhat smaller magnitudes of isotherm displacements.

There does not exist a sufficient number of salinity observations to adequately resolve the Guinea dome salinity structure with respect to either space or time. The model, however, includes the simulation of salinity fields. In Figure 15, examples of the modeled temperature and salinity distributions along a meridional (23°W) and zonal (11°N) section through the center of the Guinea Dome are presented for one summer and one winter month (July and January). The temperature sections, as should be expected, are similar to the more smoothed sections in Figures 12 and 13. As in the temperature fields, the Guinea dome is clearly evident in the salinity distributions. An interesting feature that can now be seen is in the 30- to 60-m depth range: the subtropical salinity maximum. This water is generated by convective overturning in the central subtropics and, after subduction, is transported equatorward in the subtropical gyre [Defant, 1936; Bauer and Siedler, 1988]. The occurrence of the salinity maximum water to the north, west, and south of the Guinea dome can be explained either by a transition from the anticyclonic flow in the North Atlantic gyre to cyclonic motion in the west of the dome, or by an inflow of water from the western tropical Atlantic, with a source in the South Atlantic. The 25-m tritium map of Sarmiento et al. [1982] suggests the first interpretation.

6. GEOPOTENTIAL ANOMALY AND CURRENT FIELDS

We will now determine the geostrophic flow fields associated with the thermal dome. Mean T-S curves obtained from our analysis are used to calculate density in the pressure range of 50 to 500 dbar. The 50-m level is always below the mixed layer in which thermohaline processes might change the T-S relation, and the 500-dbar level provides an approximate zero-current reference level corresponding to a low-velocity depth range in Figure 3. The resulting density field is then used to determine the geopotential anomaly relative to 500 dbar. In order to judge the significance of the obtained anomaly distributions, it is necessary to estimate the errors and their possible effects on the flow field.

The geopotential anomaly is given by

\[ \Delta \phi = -\int_{p_1}^{p_2} \rho^{-1}(S, T, p) \, dp + \int_{p_1}^{p_2} \rho^{-1}(35, 0, p) \, dp \]

where \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \) are the pressure limits for integration and \( \rho \) is density. The second term is constant for fixed reference levels and will drop out when horizontal gradients are computed. In order to estimate errors in \( \Delta \phi \), we assume a linear equation of state around some mean \( S_0 \) and \( T_0 \) and assume that pressure has little influence on \( \rho \) in the layer.

Fig. 14. Depth (meters) of the 15°C isotherm during summer and winter from observations and model simulations.

Fig. 15. Zonal (11°N) and meridional (23°W) sections of temperature \( T \) (degrees Celsius) and salinity \( S \) through the Guinea dome during July and January from model simulations.
Fig. 16. Mean geopotential anomaly $\Delta \Phi$ (50 relative to 500 dbar) in $10^{-1}$ m$^2$ s$^{-2}$ during summer from (a) observations and (b) model simulations with (c) observational rms error $\Delta(A\Phi)$ and (d) the $\Delta \Phi$ field subjected to the "worst case" slope error (see text).

shallower than 500 dbar. The rms error $\Delta \rho$ is then approximated by

$$\Delta \rho = \left[ \frac{\delta \rho}{\delta T} \Delta T \right]^2 + \left[ \frac{\delta \rho}{\delta S} \Delta S \right]^2 \right]^{1/2}$$

where

$$\frac{\delta \rho}{\delta T} = \frac{\rho(S_0, T_0) - \rho(S_0, T_0 - \Delta T)}{\Delta T}$$

$$\frac{\delta \rho}{\delta S} = \frac{\rho(S_0, T_0) - \rho(S_0 - \Delta S, T_0)}{\Delta S}$$

This results in

$$\Delta \rho = \left[ \rho(S_0, T_0) - \rho(S_0, T_0 - \Delta T) \right]^2$$

$$+ \left[ \rho(S_0, T_0) - \rho(S_0 - \Delta S, T_0) \right]^2 \right]^{1/2}$$

The rms error $\Delta(\Delta \phi)$ of the geopotential anomaly is thus obtained by subtracting $\Delta \Phi(\rho)$ from $\Delta \Phi(\rho + \Delta \rho)$:

$$\Delta(\Delta \phi) = \int_{p_1}^{p_2} (\rho + \Delta \rho)^{-1} dp - \int_{p_1}^{p_2} \rho^{-1} dp$$

$\Delta T$ is given by the standard deviation of mean temperature-depth profiles. Since salinity-depth profiles had not been computed, we took $\Delta S$ from the standard deviation in the $T$-$S$ diagrams. The distributions of geopotential anomaly at 50 dbar relative to 500 dbar from observations and model simulations are presented in Figures 16a and 16b and in Figures 17a and 17b, respectively. Because the geostrophic currents arise from horizontal gradients in geopotential anomaly, the significance of the obtained structures of the anomaly fields is tested by a "worst case" assumption: The error $\Delta(\Delta \phi)$ is added to all 1° x 1° squares having $\Delta \phi$ values smaller than the average for the entire study area and subtracted from those squares having values larger than the area average. The error fields are given in Figures 16c and 17c, and the resulting $\Delta \phi$ distributions from the "worst case" assumption are shown in Figures 16d and 17d, respectively.

A pattern corresponding to cyclonic flow around the center of the Guinea dome is clearly seen in the mean observational $\Delta \Phi$ maps. Horizontal gradients are stronger in summer than in winter, and even with the "worst case" assumption of reducing the slopes, the basic structure is well preserved. The model maps display a similar structure, with somewhat smaller magnitude of the doming.

From the geopotential anomaly fields we compute the geostrophic currents at the 50-dbar level (Figure 18). These have a circular pattern similar to the ones indicated by the isothermal depth distributions in Figure 14. Typical high speeds are 5–15 cm s$^{-1}$. Strong northward velocities near the African coast are not found in winter as they are in summer; however, northward flow does exist farther off the coast in winter. Currents are generally stronger throughout summer than in winter, and a double-cell pattern is indicated in summer. The strengthening of the currents in summer in the south is consistent with the existence of the NECC in this season. The stronger currents in the north may be an indication of increased density gradients in the Cape Verde Frontal Zone (Zenk et al., 1991). The 50-dbar currents from the model are presented in Figure 19. In comparing the maps in Figures 18 and 19, one has to remember that the model provides the sum of Ekman and geostrophic currents, while the observations lead to geostrophic currents only. At the surface, maximum Ekman velocities of up to 20 cm s$^{-1}$ occur in January over the whole area. In July, such strong Ekman velocities can be found only in the southeastern corner (S. Arnault, personal communication, 1991). Thus at the 50-dbar level, which is close to the Ekman depth, the Ekman velocity is generally about 1 cm s$^{-1}$ or less. If we subtract this amount from the model currents displayed in Figure 19, this might lead to local changes of the velocity field, but the general pattern will be preserved.

7. Conclusions

The present analysis provides improved information on the horizontal and vertical structure of the Guinea dome.
The earlier results by Voituriez [1981] and Hagen and Schemainda [1984] are confirmed: The Guinea dome is part of the zonal thermal ridge system in the northern tropical Atlantic and appears as a "mountain" on the eastern part of this ridge between the North Equatorial Current and the North Equatorial Countercurrent. It exists throughout the year at North Equatorial Undercurrent levels, while strong seasonal variations are found above.

The summer and winter mean distributions from our analysis give upward displacements of the thermocline and pycnocline of typically 30 to 80 m over horizontal scales of 700 to 1000 km. The related geostrophic flow is cyclonic, with the rotational axis shifting to the southwest with increasing depth. The upper thermocline center of the dome is found at about 9°N, 25°W, in summer and 10.5°N, 22°W, in winter. These positions are not well defined, however, because of a double-cell structure apparent in the available data in summer. In winter the displacement of isotherms is strongly reduced in the uppermost part of the thermocline, but the displacement magnitude changes little in the thermocline below. The currents at 50-m depth are typically 5–10 cm s⁻¹, with the weaker flow occurring in winter. The major seasonal variation is found in the southern part of the dome, obviously related to the seasonal change in the North Equatorial Countercurrent.

The circulation model presented in our study better simulates the Guinea dome's structure than did earlier models. Observation and simulation give similar vertical and horizontal scales, with the model also indicating the seasonal variations found observationally: an elongation of the dome with a NE-SW orientation occurs in summer while a more circular shape is obtained in winter. Geopotential anomaly and geostrophic current fields are somewhat weaker in the model, but the structures of the fields are similar to those observed. Both the data and the model show a strongly increasing northward flow close to the African coast in summer. Also, seasonal changes in the salinity distributions can be obtained from the simulations. A haline doming is apparent, and a seasonal variation in the subtropical salinity maximum is found in the depth range immediately below the shallow mixed layer which extends to 20–50 m.

The Guinea dome is part of the thermocline ridge extending across most of the tropical North Atlantic. Is the dome itself due to local or large-scale wind forcing? We cannot draw any final conclusion regarding that question from our analysis, but we will offer some suggestions. The wind stress curl maps of Hellerman and Rosenstein [1983] and Isemer and Hasse [1987] reveal the thermal ridge to be correlated with a zonal belt of positive annual mean curl. Hence the thermocline, along with cold and dense water from below, is lifted by Ekman suction. Extreme values of vertical Ekman velocity exceed 30 m yr⁻¹ [Leetmaa and Bunker, 1978], 60 m yr⁻¹ [Hellerman and Rosenstein, 1983], and 120 m yr⁻¹ [Isemer and Hasse, 1987]. Shown in Figure 20 is the distribution of mean vertical Ekman velocities obtained by Isemer and Hasse [1987]. A localized maximum of upward motion exists near the Guinea dome region. There is also a maximum of seasonal variability in Ekman suction in this area related to the meridional displacement of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ). This is demonstrated by the

Fig. 18. Geostrophic currents at 50 dbar relative to 500 dbar during summer and winter from observations.

Fig. 19. Model currents at 50 dbar.
vertical Ekman velocity maps in Figure 21. The most vigorous upwelling occurs between July and October, when the ITCZ is found in the Guinea dome region and the NECC is at its strongest.

Voituriez [1981] compared the seasonal atmospheric pressure and wind fields in the eastern parts of the tropical Pacific and Atlantic. He concluded that the large-scale atmospheric fields are much more favorable in the Atlantic than in the Pacific to seasonal changes in the forcing. This is consistent with a year-round forcing of the Costa Rica dome by local winds [Hofmann et al., 1981] and with the large-scale wind forcing being more important in the Atlantic. However, in contrast to Voituriez [1981], who states that the Guinea dome in the thermocline exists only in summer, we do find the dome at 50 dbar also in winter, although smaller in horizontal extension and with weaker currents (Figure 18).

When comparing the smaller-scale features of the vertical Ekman velocity fields in Figures 20 and 21 with the results in Figures 16–19, we find them not well correlated. It is therefore likely that the Guinea dome is generated primarily not by local wind stress, but rather to a considerable extent by the large-scale wind stress field. This is consistent with the earlier conclusion of Busalacchi and Picaut [1983] that the Guinea dome is an approximately stationary feature because of the out-of-phase annual contributions of (local) Ekman pumping in the north and (nonlocally generated) equatorial waves in the south.

Bottom topography can be excluded as a major factor in generating the dome. Our model, contrary to earlier models such as Philander and Pacanowski [1980], assumes a flat bottom and yet provides an improved simulation of the Guinea dome. We believe that the large-scale wind stress forcing over many years used in our simulation is the most relevant factor in obtaining realistic temperature fields.
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